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1. INTRODUCTION 

Almost to the day IS years ago, on September 1, 1972, a truly remarkable 

paper v\ w n received by the journal Prog. Theoret. Phys. In it Kobayashi and 

Masl fwa pointed out that the minimal way to implement CP violation requires 

three families. With neutrinos being masslew one has to deal with nine (n«n 

trivial) masses and four mixing parameters in the quark sector 
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where I have used an approximate expansion io A suggested by Wolfenstem *i, 

We still do not know the precise values of all these parameter*)-, yet this past 

year has been very exciting in generating strong suggestions that we have now 

rather non-trivial tipper and lower bounds on alt these parameters—as long as 

we Stay within the Standard Model with three families. 

In Chapter 2 I wiii review the phenomenon g'ical status of the KM matrix 

with particular emphasis on V(cb) and V(ub) and their implications for V{ts) 

and V {(.</). In Chapter 3 t e,i\ ,iooretical evaluation of B° U mixing which 

yields information w> v (id), V\ti) and mt. In Chapter 4 I employ the observed 

. nyUi of CP violation in K decays to limit the remaining parameter t) and 

make some predictions of CP asymmetries in B decays. There is om field where 

I do not see collider physics make any direct contributions—neutrino oscillations; 

I cannot resist the temptation to discuss it briefly in Chapter 5 before giving my 

conclusions in Chapter 6. 
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The last year has brought such a wealth of new information on heavy flavors 
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MM 
where we have already anticipated |K(efc)|J » jV(«&)|2. From the data one then 
deduces 

IV {cb)\Sp r* 0.045 ± 0.008 (5) 

where the uncertainly reBecta mainly our uncertainty about the "correct" choice 
for the quark masses wig and tnt. We have also assumed implicitly f(B*\ = 
T(B°)—an equality that has been checked experimentally only within a factor or 
two 4I. There are further uncertainties oa how to handle hadron'ttation in these 
decays. Two quite different model descriptions have been provided by Grinstein, 
bgur and Wise <G1W)S> and by Bauer. Stech and Wirbe! (BSW)«1, they yield 

\V(cb)\aw c=0.04 ±0.01 (6) 

\V{cb)\Bsw = 0.053 Jt 0.01 . (7) 

Therefore 

|V(cb)| -0.033 -0.066 (8) 

where the systematic uncertainties clearly dominate. 

It was already stated thai |V (ub)| has to be different from zero—otherwise CP 
violation cannot be implemented in the Standard Model (with three families). Yet 
one clearly wants to obtain more direct experimental information on it. Searches 
have been performed in semi-leptonic as well as non-lcptonic B decays. 

No clear signal has been round in various analyses of semi-lcptonic B decays. 
The supper bound on |V(ub)] derived from that depends on the hadronization 
scheme adopted: 

V ^ \ 5 0.19 (0) 
V[cb) l ew 
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2. P1IKN0MEN0L0GICAL STATUS OF THE KM MATRIX 

Two of the nine matrix elements are very well determined3) 

\V(wd)( - 0.974 t 0.001 \V{a3)\ =- 0.240 i 0.002 . (2) 

Vrry similar couplings arc as expected—obtained for the charm couplings3' 

\V(cs)\ -. 0.95 ± 0.15 |V(«Q| ~ 0.207 + 0.024 . (3) 

It should to k«ut in mind that these last two numbers are obtained in a rather 

indirect fashion; namely, from a study of di-muons in neutrino nucleon scattering 
where the second muon is attributed to charm production. Thu* systematic un
curtain tics arc sizeable and not easily reduced. Detailed studies of D decays have 
almost reached a competitive level both statistically as well as systematically. We 
ran expect that such studies will yield more precise numbers on |V(c«)|, |V(cd)| 
in the foreseeable future, 

|V(cfr)l attd IV [ub)\ control beauty decays, yet it poses quite non-trivia) prob
lems to extract numerical values of these parameters from observed B decay 
ratcji, for it is the decays of hadrons that can be studied experimentally not that 
of quarks. Considerable systematic uncertainties are thus introducedrirht from 
the start. 

For example one can employ the Spectator Ansatz to describe semi-leptonic 
ti decays on the quark level: 

r<o * h,x) * v\b - &,C) = ^ m d i t f K ( ( - ) * ) <«•) 

K{x) = 1 -- Sx + 8x 3 - z* - 12s 2 log * (4b) 
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(14) one derives 

and thus 

0.4 £ p3 -i t, 1 S 1.3 (]6) 

|K(fd)| £ 0.021 . (17) 

It should be noted that the sign of p is crucial for |V(ld)|! One needs 

P<0 (18) 

to get even close to the bound (17). 

3. B° - 5° MIXING: A THEORETICAL REEVALUATFON 

(1) Experimental Evidence 

In its study of B decays on the T(4s) ARGUS has reported "' finding events 
that within the Standard Model require the presence of B° - B mixing. More 
specifically they deduced from their signal 

X^^riBTiB^X)Jn=0l7±005 ( l 9 > 

where I have used the notation Bq = (bq). (Some so far untested assumptions 
like bsUB*) = bsL(Bi), N{BdBd) : N[B*B) - 45 : 55- went into extracting 
these numbers; they should therefore be taken with a grain of salt.) Since0) 

one concludes 

x(Bd)^ 0.73 ±0.17 (21) 
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v<cb) lam 
(10) 

and considerably smaller bounds arc obtained when free quark decay models are 

used*!. 

Again it has to be stressed that at our present understanding (or lack thereof) 

of the hadronization process in semi-lcptonic decays one cannot just quote num

bers on |V(u6)|, |V(c6)|, but hat to state at the tame time which hadronization 

scheme was used in the analysis. 

The ARGUS collaboration has presented highly intriguing evidence for ft -• u 

mediated transitions in B decays: 

11R{B+ - ppff + ) - (3.7 ± 1.3 ± 1.4) x 10-" (" ) 

BR(B° - ppx+w-) = (6.0 ± 2.0 ± 2.2) x 10 _ * . (12) 

These numbers, if confirmed, establish directly that \V (u6)j j* 0. However at the 

moment one cannot extract very precise values ft>r it; typical guesstimates are7! 

0.1 £ V[ub) 
V(cb) 

S0.4 

Accepting the bounds from semi-leptonic decays (9\ (10) at more or less face 

value one arrives at 

0.1 £ £ 0 . 2 5 
V(cb) | 

Employing the unitarity of the 3 x 3 matrix, see Eq. (1), one concludes 

(14) 

\V[ts)\~\V(cb)\ (15) 

Unfortunately no surh clear-cut relation exists between | V (td) | and \V [ub)\. From 
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(0 if AT(B«) : N{ttd) : N(B,) : JV(AB) ~ 0.4 : 0.4 : 0.2 :~ 0 one concludes 

X(B.) £ 0-38 . (26) 

(«') if instead the ratios 0.375 : 0.375 : 0.15 : G.l were to hold even the 

maximally possible value for x{B,) is allowed 

X(B.) < 0.5 . (27) 

(2) Theoretical Estimates 

There are various rathej general arguments —sufficiently convincing to me— 

that the quark hox contribution offers an excellent approximation to Atna 9'; 

&™B\theorr,. = &™B\i<>x • (28) 

This is in marked contrast to irajf! One then finds 

A m f l = rtQCD ^ BBfl$mBE[mllMl) (29) 

where ft = V[tb)V'(tq); nejCD represents the radiative QCD corrections 

(VQGD ^ l ) and E[ntf/M^) describes the dependence vn *-he mass of the in

ternal quarks as first calculated in full generality by Inami and Lim u | ; BR/% 

finally calibrates the size of the relevant matrix element 

{B°\(bq)v -A{bj)v _ A |B°) - J BBSWB . (30) 

Based on rather genera] arguments, we have a fairly clear idea on the sine of these 
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reflecting a truly tiny mass difference 

Yet the more significant observation derived from [10), (21) is 

Antfl , 0[G\.) (22) 

i.e., £<rj£ is equivalent to a higher order elcctroweak process! In the Standard 
Model it is given by a loop diagram, i.e. represents a quantum correction. For 
the same reason it possesses a high sensitivity to the presence of New Physics. 

Nature was kind(?) enough to provide us with a second neutral B meson 
that can exhibit mixing, the D,. Above the T(4s) one always has to deal with 
a cocktail of various beauty hadrons—/J*,!^./?,, Aj, etc. Thus at present one 
ran only measure a mixing strength which represents a weighted average over J9j 
and I), mixing. K. Eggert has presented the UAl analysis on like-sign dirnuonS 
<tt this conference l 0 l . Subtracting the Drell-Yan contribution they obtain 

MUAI =0.158 ±0.059 l?3) 

which is nut iit clear conflict with the upper bound reported by MARK l l l t ' 

< X W / / < O-M (9<« CL) 124) 

in particular when one includes the MAC findings13! 

Using v(Wj) as reported by ARGUS one could extract x(fl«) from (x)—if one 
only knew the relative production probabilities of Bj and B, mesons. Those are 
unknown at present and we can rely only on more or less reasonable guesses'. 
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Equation (34) coupled with (32) and (21) leads to 

x(B,) £ Sz{Bi) i. 2.8 (35) 

and 

X{B.)Z0.44 (36) 

i.e. B, — B, mixing has to be nearly maximal if indeed xi^d) > 0-12. The data 

on (x) do not contradict Eq. (36)—unless B, production is only moderately sup

pressed relative to flj production, see Eq. (26). However it is quite conceivablr 

that future data will rule out near maximal B, - B, mixing while confirming 

sizeable Bi — B j mixing. In that case one would have to invoke the presencr 

of New Physics contributing destructively to Am(Z/ f)! The mi I den I extension of 

the Standard Model would be to postulate the existence of a fourth family- surh 

a scenario 1 5 ! could well accommodate x(Bi) ~ 0.15 and x{Bt) Si 0.4 (while of 

course not predicting it). 

The answer to the question: "To which degree can one accommodate sizeable 

Bi — Bi mixing?" is more ambiguous. The uncertainties on the KM parameters 

and hadronic wavefunctions can be expressed in units of a calibration factor F 

WW? Bf% 
(0.01) 1 ( ISOMeV) 3 ' V ' 

The discussion given above leads to the range 

F ~ 0.5 - 7 . (38) 

If indeed 

one then concludes 1 4! 

x[Bt) > 0.09 (39) 

m, ^ 50 GcV (10) 

with mi — 7 0 - 100 GeV more likely values. A violation of the bound (-10) -or its 

future refinements—would again indicate the presence of New Physics. A note 
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quantities: 

UrToTUiimtvly this information is not goad enough; for 

lead*; to 

changing v. sec Eq. (20), roughly by an order of magnitude; to obtain more 
explicit numbers on tia tuid /n one has to employ some models for the 8 meson 
wave function; this certainly dilutee the mathematical rigor of our predictiona 
since one ie dealing with long distance dynamics. Lattice calculation will hope
fully settle these is^uea in the foreseeable future—but not yet. 

Scanning models one finds9! 

uf2\Bt " t 6 0 2 20MeV) J - (4 x i r r 3 - 0-05)(CeV)a (31) 

Using the available Information on V(cfc}, V(ub) one obtains Ml 

\V(td)\ < 0.021 (33) 



One usually adopts the strategy to use the experimental value for £K as input, 
extract from it the size of the basic parameter describing CI* violation and then 
make predictions for t' (and d/t, the neutron electric dipole moment). 

(a) The Standard KM Ansatz: Using the Wotfenstein representation, Eq. (l), 
one finds for 30 GcV < m, < 180 GeV 

B j ( J t =, ?J* {0-94x? t l m -0.3 + **(! -pjx?- 8 3 6 3 }-' 

(42) 

where BR is defined in analogy to Bg, Eq. (30). If for example BK — 2/3—a 
perfectly reasonable value from our present understanding—one infers for trj( = 
60[130] CeV, p<0 

r) ~ 0.5 [0.2| (43) 

If however BK — l / 3 and mt < 60 GeV were to hold one could not accommodate 
the observed size of <t without violating the bounds on |V(it6)|. 

Employing Penguin operators one finds For rj — 0,5 [0.2] 1T1 

Qs denotes the Penguin operator and c& its coefficient in the Wilson expansion 
of £ eff(A5 = 1). The perturbative computation of Imc 6 which yields -0.1 should 
be fairly reliable since only momenta between — mt and ~ mi contribute when 
CP violation is concerned. The value of the matrix element of Qe is much more 
uncertain: different models yield values between 0.3 and 1 (GeV)1. Thus 

- ~ Otfcw • 10-3) . (45) 
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of caution ia however appropriate: while (38) represents in my judgment a fairly 

conservative estimate of the uncertainties—a belief shared by must authors 1 6 ' — 

it is not a prime example of mathematical rigor; secondly, considering the present 

statistical level of the ARGUS data, one cannot rule out substantial violations 

of the lower hound (30). 

A comprehensive analysis of eleclroweak phenomena has produced an upper 

limit on the top mass 3 ' 

m, £ 130 GeV . (41) 

Otherwise radiative corrections involving t and b quarks introduce an unaccept-

ably large SU(2) breaking. 

4. CP VIOLATION 

Everybody seems to agree to the following three statements: 

• CI* violation has been observed in KL d e a y s ; 

• CP violation has not been fully understood yet; 

• despite its shy appearance in K^ decays, it represents a very fundamental 

prohletn. 

Concerning the second statement it should be added that due to the paper 

by Kobayashi and Maskawa we have acquired a better understanding on the 

different ways to introduce CP violation into a theory. The three generic ways 

which were already included in the KM paper are: 

(t) Non-trivial mixing among at least three quark families; 

(ii) mixing between three (or more) Higgs doublets; 

(j'u) the existence of right-handed currents. 

(1) A'i Decays 
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(2) B Decays 

When adopting the Standard KM prescription one is lead by quite general ar
guments to expect very sizeable CP asymmetries to emerge somewhere in beauty 
delays. Since at present it is premature to quote precise numerical predictions on 
the size of the asymmetry and the corresponding decay m<«(c. I will conrontniU' 
instead on a classification with generic examples. 

CP violation is established most directly hy observing a different:*' beVwmt V.V 
conjugate decay rates. When comparing V[B{t) -» / ) •• t r'<7 with V[h{t) > 
/ ) = t~^*G one can encounter two basic types of differences 

c / 5 * i , *(c;/c)-o (si) 

G{G * 1 , ^ [G/G) / 0 - (52) 

Scenario (51) holds when a CP asymmetry requires the presence of final state 
interactions; scenario (52) when flQ - H mixing is involved. 

(a) CP asymmetries and final state interactions (KSIJ The most interesting 
realization—in my judgment—is provided by Invoking Penguin contributions, as 
first suggested by Dander, Silverman and Sotii 2 IL Doing detailed calculations 
one finds typically 

BR[B - /(•***) ~ 0{10~5) 

V{B° -* K+*~) - r(if -. K-**y _ l m %

 m 

r(B° -H./f+jr-) + r ( # > - K - J r + ) l 

independent of decay time since the time distribution of B -» K±TT:F is given by 
a single exponential. 

fb) CP asymmetries and B° — B° mixing: B° - B mixing is a coherent 
process— therefore it has the potential to expose the complex phase of physical 
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This wouli! be quite consistent with the beautiful most recent measurements1*! 

{3.5 I 0.6 i- 0.4 ± 1.2) > 10 3 . {46) 
* 

It is not roinpletely academic to add a further not* of caution: a very large 
m ( implies a ratlwr small t| since IK 1 B fixed; in that case one might expect 
< '/< ~ 10 ' t<> hold in the Standard Model with three families only. 

Unobservably small values arc predicted for rfjv, the neutron electric dipole 
mmuctit: 

dN £ 10 M e « n . (47) 

(b) ilcyond the Standard^KM_Ansatz: KM 'B n or the Weinberg AnsaU 
C\' violation is here attributed to non-trivial mixing between three different HJige 
Hi'ld doublets. It has been pointed out some time ago by Sanda and by Deshpande 
w l thai one typically finds 

- ~ 0(~0.05) {48) 

which in clearly inconsistent with the experimental findings—unless chiral sym
metry introduces a sufficiently strong suppression. This might just conceivably 
happen though it is hard to see how t'/c ~ 0(10~3} could be accommodated 
thai way; (# ia then generated mainly due to K° ~* rj,T)' -* H with a hefty 
dependence on long distance dynamics and their uncertainties. Even so one can 
obtain a fairly conservative lower bound on djvTO) 

dN £ 10~14ecrn (46) 

which is very close to being in conflict with the data 

df,\ap £ 0 [few • 10T w «m) . (50) 

This rrodcl is thus seriously wounded and soon might be ruled out as a significant 
contributor to CP violation at tow energies. 
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violation. The final s tate / can be a C P eigenstate like Bjt B < - • ibK,, DD. but 

does not have to be, e.g. B&,Bd -» D±TZ^. The underlying principle is the same 

in both cases, there are only calculational differences. For simplicity I will focus 

on CP eigenstates; one typically finds 

lmlpfiB* - *Kt,DD) ^ j ~ j f ~ i -0.510.2] (58) 

if mt = 60(130} GeVt i.e. very large .lumbers leading to the expectation of big 

asymmetries. 

For Bt -* iji<!>, FF one finds relatively small asymmetries on the ordtr of a 

few percent at most. However if there is a fourth family or iT one sLudies ran-

modes like B , - 1>°* M l one typically finds numbers on the saniu level as those 

In (58). 

In conclusion: adopting the KM prescription one predicts large CP asymme

tries in B decays. Asymmetries around 10% are quite realistic; predictions of 

50% effects are optimistic, yet not ridiculous. 

5. NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS 

As long as neutrinos are masslcss, as in the Standard Model, mass irtgrn-

states of leptons are necessarily flavor eigenstatcs and there is no analogue of 

Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawamixing of quark flavors. Yet there i* no good struc

tural reason for neutrinos being massless; on the contrary a nice iiirrhiiiHMri 

—the "see-saw mechanism™— has been suggested 2*< which will give a small, yet 

finite rnass to neutrinos: 

m 

where W denotes a unification scale, say M — ] 0 M GeV, and ?>if, a "typical" 

Dirac mass, say 10 C5eV. Then mv — 1 eV. 
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coupling constants. Since mixing is typically studied by analyzing like-sign di-
leptons in SB events, it is quite natural to search for a CP asymmetry there as 
well 

o(B°B° - t+t+X—) + o[B*B* - » t - t - X * * ) 

Detailed calculations yield however extremely gloomy results 

« 5 £ - n^f, 

*SL r s i r r 3 z»d 

= { for „ mesons 1541 
\& 1 0 * «* ' 

Yrt this ts not the end of thir -story; it only means that 

Re ( B « 1 (55) 

and (IOCH not exhauxt all aspects of CP violation as discussed by Sanda and 
coworkers s , l . Vur when there its a final state / common to bath B° and J* 
decays in the SUttutn.rcl Moiirl, Ihia is necessarily a nou-leptonic mode—then 
one linda 

rate (lf(i) • / ) a e ' n f 1 + sin Am/ Im ? pj J (56) 

rati- [H*(t) . / ) a e r« (1 + sin Am* Ira 2 - - ^ (57) 
V IP// 

where 
—o <T 1 «» _ Ampl{B - » / ) 

p I I <H ' ^ y4mp/(B° -» /J ' 

I have assumed J - I, APn - 0 as expected in the Standard Model. 
Such asymmetries evidently require the presence of mixing to become observ

able since (sin Am!) f 0 as Am -» 0. 1m *pf is intrinsically connected with CP 
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(2) There is good evidence that sizeable Ild - Dj anil possibly large Iit - D, 

mixing has been observed. These are very important phenomena since they are 

given by quantum corrections in the Standard Model and provide sensitive probes 

of New Physics. Confirmation of these effects is clearly desirable, in particular 

in reactions like e*c -* Bt + X. Such searches are not easy; the recent work of 

Seiji Ono, Saiida and Tornquist is quite Tclevant in this context. 

(if) (a) For the first time we can say that a signal for dirort CP violation is 

emerging in Kt, decays: I'/I j£ 0. (b) Needless to say a search for OP violation 

in B decays represents an awesome challenge. Yet this task promises not only a 

glittering prize an understanding on the origins of CP violation; even belter, it 

does not appear completely hopeless, since CP asymmetries or order 10 to 50% 

are anticipated. Discussions of this program have now moved from the County 

Fair to the laboratory. 

(4) Searches for neutrino oscillations are as tantali/.lng (or agonizing?) as 

ever. I hope vigorous research will continue. Some stroke of luck is clearly 

needed—but is that not true for all fields of science? 
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